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Abstract 

Barbara Lisa Schlingmann  

 

Molecular biological and biophysical Structure function analyses of Connexin46 

In mammals, mature lens cells, lens fiber express two connexin isoforms: Cx50 (human hCx50, 

rat rCx50, chicken cCx45.6 and bovine bCx44) and Cx46 (human hCx46 and rat rCx46, chicken 

cCx56 and bovine bCx44). Between lens fibers, connexins form gap junction channelsthat 

participate in the lens transport system, which provides a constant flow of nutrients for 

maintaining lens survival and lens transparencyof the avascular lens Since, the cellular function of 

a specific protein is determined by its three dimensional structure, which is dicated by its 

respective primary structure, the aim of this thesis was, to characterize the structure function 

relationship of Cx46 by using two different expression systems, Xenopus oocytes and the HeLa 

cells.  

The first part of this thesis focuses on rCx46. Previous two-electrode voltage-clamp studies 

showed that truncation after H243 (rCx4628.2) altered the formation of functional hemichannels 

when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. In contrast the mutant rCx4637.7, truncated after A333, 

formed hemichannels similarly to rCx46wt, whose C-terminus (CT) contain 186 residues 

(H230-I416). This indicates that the C-terminal region up to A333 is involved in functional 

expression of rCx46. To analyze the role of the CT up to A333 in functional expression, new 

mutants were generated by C-terminal truncation between H243-A333, labeled with EGFP and 

expressed in HeLa cells. Confocal laser scanning microscopy and dye transfer experiments were 

performed to study the expression behavior of the rCx46 variants according to their 

compartmentalization in organelles, their presence in vesicles and their ability to form functional 

gap junction plaques. Quantification of expression behavior revealed that the C-terminal region up 

to A311 (rCx4635.3) is necessary for an expression behavior like the rCx46wt, that was 

compartmentalized, found in vesicles, and form functional gap junction plaques, while the mutant 

rCx4628.2 was not able to form functional gap junction plaques, was neither compartmentalized 

nor found in vesicles. .The mutant rCx4632.6 truncated after P284 was not compartmentalized and 

was rarely found in vesicles. However, rCx4632.6 formed functional gap junction plaques, 

indicating that this protein was transported to the membrane. Live-cell imaging and detection of 

annular junctions for rCx4632.6 and rCx4635.3 revealed that the truncation after P284 reduced the 
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frequency of vesicle budding from gap junction plaques, as well as the formation of annular 

junctions. These results suggest that the H230-P284 C-terminal region (rCx4632.6) is necessary for 

the formation of dye coupled gap junction channels. Additionally, the C-terminal region of rCx46 

up to A311 (rCx4635.3) contains all structural elements that are necessary for its correct 

compartmentalization and internalization in form of annular junctions.  

In the second part the role of N-terminus (NT) in voltage-dependent regulation of Cx46 gap 

junction channels was analyzed. For Cx26 and Cx37 it was shown that the N-termini of connexins 

form a pore funnel as channel entrance. Charged amino acid residues in the NT of the respective 

connexin are suggested to be important for the structure and for the voltage sensitivity of the gap 

junction channels. A cataract-associated mutation at the third position (D3Y) within the NT of 

hCx46 was used as model to elucidate the role of the NT in expression and function of Cx46. 

Expression of EGFP-labeled hCx46wt and hCx46D3Y in HeLa cells revealed that the mutation did 

not affect the formation of gap junction plaques. Dye transfer experiments, using Lucifer Yellow 

(LY) and ethidium bromide (EthBr) revealed a significantly higher degree of dye coupling for 

hCx46D3Y compared to the wild type. In Xenopus oocytes, two-electrode voltage-clamp 

experiments showed that hCx46wt formed voltage-sensitive hemichannels, while this was not 

found for the oocytes expressing hCx46D3Y. The reintroduction of a negatively charged residue, 

glutamic acid, at the third position generating the mutant hCx46D3E, restored the voltage 

sensitivity of the resultant hemichannels in oocytes. Moreover, HeLa cell pairs expressing 

hCx46D3E and hCx46wt showed a similar degree of dye coupling. These results indicate that the 

negatively charged aspartic acid residue at the third position of the NT of hCx46 could be 

involved in the determination of the degree of metabolite cell-to-cell coupling and is essential for 

the voltage sensitivity of the hCx46 hemichannels.  

In conclusion, it was shown that functionality of Cx46 gap junctions can be regulated by their 

structure. Not only whole domains affect functionality, as shown for the CT of rCx46; but also 

single amino acid residues such as the D3 for hCx46 can regulate the function of the protein. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Barbara Lisa Schlingmann  

Molekularbiologische und biophysikalische Struktur-Funktionsanalysen des Connexin46 

 

Linsenfaserzellen von Säugetieren exprimieren zwei verschiedene Connexin-Isoformen: Cx50 

(Orthologe: Human hCx50, Ratte rCx50, Huhn cCx45.6 und Rind bCx49) und Cx46 (Orthologe: 

Human hCx46, Ratte rCx46, Huhn cCx56 und Rind bCx44). Diese Connexine bilden Gap 

Junction Kanäle zwischen Linsenfaserzellen und sind in der avaskulären Linse von besonderer 

Bedeutung. Sie sind Teil eines Transportsystems, welches einen konstanten Fluss von Nährstoffen 

innerhalb der Linse ermöglicht und so für das Überleben der Linsenfasern und für die 

Aufrechterhaltung der Linsentransparenz sorgt. Da die Funktion eines Proteins von seiner 

dreidimensionalen Struktur abhängt ist, welche wiederum von der Aminosäuresequenz 

determiniert wird, war es Ziel dieser Arbeit die Struktur-Funktionsbeziehung von Cx46 mittels 

Nutzung von zwei verschiedenen Expressionssystemen, HeLa Zellen und Xenopus Oozyten, zu 

charakterisieren. 

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit rCx46. Frühere Two-electrode voltage-clamp 

Experimente zeigten das eine Trunkierung des C-Terminus (CT) bei der Aminosäure H243 

(rCx4628.2) die Bildung funktioneller Halbkanäle in Xenopus Oozyten reduziert. Wohingegen 

Oozyten, die die Mutante rCx4637.7, welche bei der Aminosäure A333 trunkiert wurde, 

exprimieren, ein Verhalten wie das des Wildtyps zeigen, dessen CT von Aminosäure H230 bis 

I416 reicht. Diese Resultate führten zu der Annahme, dass der CT bis zu der Aminosäure A333 

eine essentielle Rolle bei der funktionellen Expression von rCx46 spielen könnte. Um die Rolle 

des CT bei der funktionellen Expression zu untersuchen, wurden neue Mutanten durch 

Trunkierung des CT in der Region H243-A333 generiert, welche dann mit EGFP markiert und in 

HeLa Zellen exprimiert wurden. Konfokale Laser Scanning Mikroskopie und 

Farbstofftransferexperimente wurden durchgeführt, um die funktionelle Expression zu 

untersuchen. Dabei wurden die Kompartimentierung, die Bildung mikroskopisch detektierbarer 

Vesikel und die Bildung funktioneller Gap Junction Plaques analysiert. Eine Quantifizierung 

dieses Verhaltens ergab, dass die Mutante rCx4635.3, welche bei der Aminosäure A311 trunkiert 

wurde, ein Expressionsverhalten wie der Wildtyp zeigt. HeLa Zellen, welche diese rCx46 
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Varianten exprimieren zeigten eine distinkte Kompartimentierung in ER und Golgi Apparat. Es 

konnten mikroskopisch detektierbare Vesikel beobachtet werden. Funktionelle Gap Junction 

Plaques wurden durch Farbstofftransferexperimente ebenfalls nachgewiesen. Für die Mutante 

rCx4628.2 konnten in HeLa Zellen keine funktionellen Gap Junction Plaques nachgewiesen 

werden. Zudem war keine Kompartimentierung oder Vesikelbildung zu beobachten. Die Mutante 

rCx4632.6, mit einem CT von H230-P284, zeigte ebenfalls keine Kompartimentierung und sowie 

einer reduzierten Vesikelbildung. Allerdings bildete diese Mutante funktionelle Gap Junction 

Plaques was zeigt, dass das Protein trotz der reduzierten Vesikelbildung und der fehlenden 

Kompartimentierung zur Membran transportiert wurde. Life-cell imaging Experimente und die 

Quantifizierung von Annular Junction mit rCx4632.6 und rCx4635.3 zeigten zudem das eine 

Trunkierung des CT auch die Internalisierung des Proteins beeinflusst. Die Vesikelabgangsrate 

aus Gap Junction Plaques ebenso wie die Anzahl an Annular Junctions war bei rCx4632.6 deutlich 

reduziert. Aufgrund dieser Ergebnisse wurde geschlossen, dass die C-terminale Region H230-

P284 notwendig für die Bildung funktioneller Gap junction Plaques ist. Ein CT bis zu der 

Aminosäure A311 besitzt jedoch alle strukturellen Elemente für eine adäquate 

Kompartimentierung und Internalisierung in Form von Annular junctions für rCx46. 

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wurden der N-Terminus (NT) und seine Rolle in der 

spannungsabhängigen Regulation von Cx46 Gap Junction Kanälen untersucht. Es konnte bereits 

gezeigt werden, dass die N-termini von Connexinen innerhalb der Kanalpore liegen und eine 

trichterartige Struktur innerhalb des Kanaleinganges ausbilden. Geladene Aminosäurereste sollen 

dabei eine Rolle zur Stabilisierung dieser Struktur, aber auch bei der Spannungssensitivität 

spielen. Um die Rolle des NT bei der funktionellen Expression und Regulation der Funktion von 

Cx46 Kanälen zu untersuchen, wurde eine Katarakt-assoziierte Mutation, welche einen Austausch 

der dritten Aminosäure von Aspartat zu Tyrosin im humanen Cx46 zur Folge hat, genutzt. Durch 

die Expression von EGFP-markierten hCx46 und hCx46D3Y konnte gezeigt werden, dass die 

Mutation keinen Einfluss auf die funktionelle Expression hat. Farbstofftransferexperimente mit 

Lucifer Yellow und Ethidiumbromid zeigten, dass die gebildeten Gap Junction Plaques 

funktionelle Kanäle beinhalten. HeLa Zellen, welche hCx46D3Y exprimierten, zeigten sogar eine 

erhöhte Permeabilität für die Farbstoffe im Vergleich zum Wildtyp. Two-electrode voltage-clamp 

Experimente mit Xenopus Oozyten zeigten, dass hCx46 spanungssensitive Halbkanäle ausbildet, 

während für Ooyzten, welche hCx46D3Y exprimieren keine spannungssensitiven Kanäle 

detektiert werden konnten. Ein Aminosäureaustausch mit einer ebenfalls negativ geladenen 

Aminosäure, Glutamat (hCx46D3E), führte dazu, dass wieder spannungssensitive Kanäle gebildet 
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wurden. Auch die Farbstofftransferexperimente mit hCx46D3E zeigten eine Kopplung der Zellen 

wie beim Wildtyp. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die negative Ladung an Position drei im NT von 

hCx46 wichtig für die Spannungssensitivität ist und auch eine Rolle bei der Selektivität von 

verschiedenen Metaboliten sein kann. 

Zusammenfassend konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Funktionalität von Cx46 Gap Junction 

Kanälen durch ihre Funktion determiniert ist. Dabei wurde nachgewiesen, dass ganze Domänen 

wie z.B. der CT für die Regulation der Funktion wichtig sind, aber auch einzelne Aminosäuren, 

wie D3 im NT von Cx46.   
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 

All multicellular tissues use cell junctions as a basic prerequisite for their formation and 

function. In addition to communication between individual cells in an organism, cell junctions 

mediate mechanical stability and specific interactions between cells via direct cell-cell 

junctions. Three major types of cell junctions are classified: anchoring junctions (adherens 

junctions, desmosomes), occluding junctions (tight junctions) and communicating junctions 

(gap junctions) (Alberts et al. 2004). Gap junctions are one the most common cell junctions 

and play a crucial role in the coordination of tissues to maintain the metabolic homeostasis 

between cells within a tissue. One of these tissues is the lens, where proper function of gap 

junction channels is very important for cell survival and the maintainance of lens 

transparency. The function of a gap junction channel is determined by the three-dimensional 

structure of the connexins, which in turn is preset by their amino acid sequence. In this 

dissertation, the research on the structure-function relationship of a lens gap junction protein, 

connexin46 is presented. Since connexin46 is a family member of gap junction proteins, the 

first chapter will review the gap junctions and connexins including their function, structure, 

synthesis and degradation in detail. Connexin46 is expressed in the lens. Therefore, this 

chapter also reviews function of the lens, and the role of connexin46 in the lens in detail. 

Different expression systems were used to analyze the influence of different parts of 

connexin46 for function and functional expression, which are reported in chapters 2 and 3. In 

chapter 2 it was shown that truncation of whole parts of the C-terminal domain leads to 

changes in functional expression and internalization of Cx46. On the other hand a cataract 

associated mutant of Cx46 was used in chapter 3 and it was shown that even single amino 

acid residues in the N-terminus of Cx46 could alter functionality. A general discussion and 

conclusion is given in chapter 4. 
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1.1 Gap junctions and connexins 

It is known for a long time that the cells of multicellular organisms directly and indirectly 

interact with their neighboring cells and that an exchange of molecules occurs between them. 

Initially an electrical coupling between cells was discovered in heart muscle cells and neurons 

(Furshpan & Potter 1957; Goodenough & Paul 2009; Weidmann 1952). Later a metabolic 

coupling was observed, even in non-excitable cell types (Loewenstein & Kanno 1964; 

Loewenstein et al. 1965; Subak-Sharpe et al. 2002). The morphological structure behind these 

findings was described soon thereafter and named “gap junction”. These junctions were 

named after the finding, that membranes of adjacent cells in some areas show a close 

membrane apposition leaving a narrow 2 nm “gap” occupied by a series of cylindrical 

particles that form channels - the gap junction channels (Brightman & Reese 1969; Dewey & 

Barr 1964; Goodenough & Revel 1970; Revel & Karnovsky 1967; Robertson 1963).  

These cell-to-cell plasma membrane channels enable an exchange of cytoplasmic components 

up to 1 kDa, directly without transit through the extracellular space. Gap Junction channels 

are permeable to several small ions including Ca2+, second messengers such as cyclic 

adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) or inositol triphosphate (IP3), small metabolites such as 

sugars, amino acids, nucleotides and even peptides with a molecular weight of less than 1 kDa 

(Bedner et al. 2006; Bennett & Verselis 1992; Niessen et al. 2000). As diffusion pathway for 

ions, in electrically excitable cells, such as neurons, heart, and smooth muscles cells, gap 

junctions serve as electrical synapses and provide, for instance, a coordinated heart 

contraction (Gros & Jongsma 1996; Horcholle-Bossavit 1978). In addition, gap junctional 

intercellular communication (GJIC) is also responsible to buffer spatial gradients of signaling 

molecules or nutrients across groups of cells (Goodenough & Paul 2009). For example, in the 

avascular vertebrate lens, GJIC is part of a diffusion sytem by which lens fibers maintain 

intercellular homeostasis (Mathias et al. 2010).  

The cell-to-cell communication through gap junction channels allows organs and tissues to act 

and function as integrated self-substaining entities (Severs 1995). Therefore, it is not 

surprising that gap junctions are found in most cells and tissues across many phyla (Becker et 

al. 1998; Bennett et al. 1994). So far, three different classes of proteins capable of forming 

gap junction channels have been found. The innexins are expressed in invertebrates; while 

their homologues, the pannexins, are predominantly found in vertebrates (Shestopalov & 
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Panchin 2008). The most intensively studied class of gap junction proteins is the class of 

connexins, which are predominantly expressed in vertebrates (Beyer et al. 1990). Despite the 

lack of sequence similarities between the two closely related gap junction proteins (pannexins 

and innexins) and the connexins, these proteins share many similarities at the structural levels, 

especially their membrane topology (Harris 2001; Shestopalov & Panchin 2008). They have 

four transmembrane domains (TM), two extracellular loops (EL), one intracellular loop (IL) 

as well as a cytoplasmic localized N-terminus (NT) and C-terminus (CT), (Laird & Revel 

1990; Milks et al. 1988; Sosinsky & Nicholson 2005; Zhang & Nicholson 1994) (Fig. 1). 

Each gap junction channel is formed by two hexameric complexes (hemichannels), which are 

contributed by each interacting cell (Goodenough 1975; Harris 2001; Makowski et al. 1977; 

Unwin & Zampighi 1980) (Fig. 1). These hemichannels, also called innexon, pannexon or 

connexon respectively, are in turn formed by oligomerization of six protein subunits of the 

respective protein class (Beyer et al. 1990; Shestopalov & Panchin 2008). However, innexins 

and pannexins are not considered in the following chapters.  

In vertebrates, the connexins belong to a gene family of 20, 21, and 37 members in mouse, 

human and zebrafish respectively (Eastman et al. 2006; Sohl & Willecke 2004). Many 

examined tissues express more than one connexin isoform and connexins are shown to form 

connexons and gap junction channels with various stoichiometries (Jiang & Goodenough 

1996; Sosinsky 1995). When a hemichannel consists of identical connexin subunits, this 

connexon is called homomeric. Heteromeric connexons consist of different connexin 

isoforms. Moreover, a homotypic channel is formed, when two hemichannels of the same 

connexin subunit dock to each other, while a heterotypic channel is buit when two 

hemichannels, composed of different connexin isoforms, form a gap junction channel (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Structural organization of connexin and gap junction (adapted from Wagner 2008). Top: A gap 
junction channel is composed of two hemichannels or connexons, which in turn consist of six protein subunits, 
called connexins. The diagram illustrates the different ways of gap junction composition. Homomeric and 
homotypic channels consist of the same connexin isoforms; while heteromeric, heterotypic gap junction channels 
are composed of different connexin isoforms. Homomeric, heterotypic gap junction channels comprise 
connexons with identical connexin subunits that are different in the two connexons. Bottom: Connexins have 
four transmembrane domains (TM1-TM4), two extracellular loops (EL1, EL2), one intracellular loop (IL) as 
well as a cytoplasmic-localized N- and C-termini.  

 

 

Two different systems are proposed for the nomenclature of connexins. The most commonly 

used nomenclature for connexins is based on their predicted molecular weight. They are 

abbreviated as “Cx”, followed by a number suffix that indicates the approximate molecular 

weight in kDa. A lower case prefix is added to designate the species-specific origin of the 

connexin. For example, “rCx50” is a connexin that is expressed in rat with a molecular weight 

of ~ 50 kDa. Similary, hCx46 is a connexin which originates from human with a molecular 

mass of ~ 46 kDa (Beyer et al. 1990). The other system distinguishes different families by a 

combination of gene structure, overall sequence homology and the length of the intracellular 

loops of the connexins (Gimlich et al. 1990; Harris 2001). The term “Gap junction” is 

abbreviated as “Gj” for mouse and “GJ” for human and further suffixed with the family to 

which the connexin belongs to, defined as α, β, γ, ε or δ. Finally, the order of discovery of the 

Homomeric             Homomeric Heteromeric
homotypic heterotypic heterotypic

Gap junction Connexon                  Connexin
Hemichannel

Extracellular space

Cytoplasm

Cytoplasm

IL  

TM1  TM2  TM3  TM4  

EL1  EL2  

NH2 HOOC  

extracellular

intracellular
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connexin within the family is denoted by a number at the end (Abascal & Zardoya 2012). 

Thus, hCx46 is named GJα3, because it is the third connexin gene identified in the α-group of 

mammals. In table 1, all known connexins in mouse and human with their corresponding 

nomenclature and orthologous proteins are listed. Additionally, representative tissues in 

which they are expressed are also mentioned. 

 

 

Table 1: Connexin Nomenclature modified after (Harris 2001; Laird 2006) 
Mouse 
Connexins 

Human 
connexins 

Orthologues 
Connexins 

Group 
 

Representative 
Tissue/organ 

Cx23 Cx23  ε1 - 

 Cx25  β7 - 

Cx26 Cx26 Chick Cx31 β2 Liver, skin 

Cx29 Cx30.2  γ3 Brain 

Cx30 Cx30  β6 Skin 

Cx30.2 Cx31.9  δ3 Testis 

Cx30.3 Cx30.3  β5 Skin 

Cx31 Cx31  β3 Skin 

Cx31.1 Cx31.1  β4 Skin 

Cx32 Cx32 Xenopus Cx30 β1 Liver, nervous 

Cx33   α6 Testis 

Cx36 Cx36  γ1 Retina, nervous 

Cx37 Cx37  α4 Blood vessel 

Cx39 Cx40.1  δ4 Developing muscle 

Cx40 Cx40 Chick Cx42 α5 Heart, Skin 

Cx43 Cx43  α1 Heart, skin, lens 

Cx45 Cx45  α7 Heart, skin 

Cx46 Cx46 Chick Cx56, Cow, sheep Cx44 α3 Lens 

Cx47 Cx47  γ2 Nervous 

Cx50 Cx50 Chick Cx45.6, Sheep Cx49 α8 Lens 

 Cx59  α9  

Cx57 Cx62  α10 Retina 

 

 

1.2 The physical structure of gap junction channels 

Cryo-electron miscroscopy and crystallography studies for Cx43 with 0.75 nm resolution and 

three-dimensional X-ray crystallographic analysis of Cx26 with 0.35 nm resolution reveal a 

model to clarify the role of the different Cx domains in channel formation (Maeda et al. 2009; 

Maeda & Tsukihara 2011; Unger et al. 1997; Unger et al. 1999). It could be shown that 
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hexameric hemichannel contains 24 transmembrane α-helices, which depict the four 

transmembrane domains of each connexin. The helices form two concentric rings with a 

central pore and have a left- and right-handed packing. The helices of a connexin were 

arranged as pairs. One of the two possible helix pairs of a connexin monomer forms the 

aqueous pore, while the other pair is on the perimeter and faces the lipid environment. One of 

the pore-lining tilted helices is the major, pore-forming helix and has a kink near the outer 

layer of the membrane. The other helix lines the pore at the cytoplasmic side. This 

conformation leads to different pore sizes within the channel pore. While the cytoplasmic 

entrance of the pore has a diameter of ~ 4 nm, it narrows to ~ 1.5 nm at the extracellular 

boundary and then widens to ~ 2.5 nm at the extracellular side, where the connexins dock to 

each other (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Maeda et al. 2009; Unger et al. 1997; Unger et al. 1999). As 

yet, it is unclear, which of the helices line most of the pore. Some studies proposed that TM3 

is the major, pore-lining helix (Fleishman et al. 2004; Skerrett et al. 2002), while others have 

shown that TM1 and E1 are involved (Kronengold et al. 2003; Maeda et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 

1997). For Cx26, it could be shown that TM1 and TM2 faced the luminal side of the pore, 

while TM3 and TM4 formed the outer ring and were exposed to the lipid environment (Maeda 

et al. 2009). This finding was supported by experiments on Cx46 with substituted cysteine 

accessibility method (SCAM) , which also showed that TM1 and the E1 domains were pore 

lining (Kronengold et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 1997) (Fig. 2).  

The extracellular loops of a connexin within a gap junction channel form a tight, chemical 

seal to exclude the exchange of substances with the exterior by forming a junctional structure 

via formation of inner and outer antiparallel β-barrels. Each barrel is formed by 24 strands of 

either EL1 or EL2 loops, of which the β-barrel formed by the EL1 loops is suggested to be the 

innermost (Harris 2001; Kronengold et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 1997). These antiparallel β-

strands are stabilized by intramolecular disulfide bonds formed by three highly conserved 

cysteine residues in each EL domain (Foote et al. 1998). On the other hand, hemichannel 

interaction is stabilized by multiple hydrogen bonds and salt bridges (Foote et al. 1998) 

(Fig. 2). The second extracellular loop has been shown to be especially important for 

specificity of heterotypic interactions between hemichannels composed of different connexins 

(White et al. 1994).  
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Fig. 2: Molecular structure of a gap junction channel composed of Cx26 in ribbon representation (adapted 

from Maeda et al. 2009; Maeda & Tsukihara 2011). The structure was resolved by crystal structure analysis 
with 0.35 nm resolution. (A) Side view of the gap junction channel. The location of the different domains in the 
membrane is presented. The scale of the different channel regions is indicated with black arrows. The connexin 
subunits (A, B, C, D, E and F) are presented in different colors. (B) Top view of the gap junction channel. The 
arrangement of the transmembrane helices (TM1-TM4) and the N-terminal helix (NTH) is shown. The channels 
exhibit a hexagonal structure with an outmost diameter of ~ 9 nm. The channel entrance at the cytoplasmic side 
has a diameter of ~ 4 nm and narrows up ~ 1.5 nm at the smallest diameter of the pore. (C) Stereo view of a 
Cx26 connexin. The N-terminus (NT) is red, the four transmembrane domains are presented in blue, the 
extracellular loops (EL1, EL2) are green and yellow and form antiparallel β-strands. These are stabilized by 
intramolecular disulfide bonds which are shown in gray. The C-terminus (CT) and the intracellular loop (IL) are 
represented by dashed lines 
 

 

Less is known about the structure of the intracellular localized domains, except for the NT. 

The IL and the CT differ significantly in the length and show the greatest diversity in amino 

acid sequence (White & Bruzzone 2000). Therefore, a general structure prediction might be 
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difficult. Investigations on the CT of Cx40 and Cx43 have suggested α-helical parts within the 

CT (Bouvier et al. 2009). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data have indicated that the CT 

of Cx43 exists primarily as an elongated random coil with two regions of α-helical structure 

(Sorgen et al. 2004). The structure of the CT of Cx50, predicted by molecular modeling, has 

revealed four α-helices (Shi et al. 2010). It is supposed that the IL of the connexins also 

adopts α-helical conformation (Bouvier et al. 2009).  

In contrast to the IL and the C-terminal domain of a connexin, the NT show more sequence 

similarities among the connexin isoforms (White & Bruzzone 2000). NMR, X-ray 

crystallographic analysis and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of Cx26, as well as 

homology modeling of Cx37 have shown that the NT of these connexins also adopts α-helical 

conformation. The six N-termini of the connexin monomers line the pore in the form of a 

funnel structure. This structure is stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges 

between the different N-termini (Beyer et al. 2011; Maeda et al. 2009).  

 

 

1.3 Expression and degradation of gap junction channels  

Connexins are transmembrane proteins and are therefore, thought to follow the classical 

secretory pathway by passing through the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) and the Golgi 

apparatus, before they are inserted into the plasma membrane (Laird 2006). Connexins are 

synthesized by ribosomes that bound to the ER. They are co-translationally inserted into the 

ER membrane via the translocon and the encoded start and stop transfer sequences, which are 

probably located in the transmembrane domains of the connexin (Segretain & Falk 2004). 

One exception from this might be Cx26, which has been shown to be capable of being both 

post- and co-translationally inserted into the ER membrane (Laird 2006, Zhang et al. 1996), 

although there is no direct evidence supporting this in vivo (Laird 2006; Segretain & Falk 

2004). Though connexins are not glycolysated, ER resident chaperones are thought to be 

involved in assisting a stable folding of the protein, as long as the connexins are localized in 

the ER (Das et al. 2009; Laird 2006; Laird 2010). 

Before connexins are inserted into the plasma membrane, connexin monomers hexamerize to 

form a hemichannel or a connexon. Connexin oligomerization has been reported to occur in 

the ER, the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) or in the trans-Golgi network 
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(TGN), depending on the connexin isoform (Diez et al. 1999; Koval et al. 1997; Musil & 

Goodenough 1993). It was shown that Cx32 hexamerize in the ER (Diez et al. 1999), whereas 

Cx43 and Cx46 connexin monomers were found in the ER and Golgi apparatus. These 

connexin isoforms predominantly oligomerize in the TGN (Koval et al. 1997; Musil & 

Goodenough 1993). Different studies reveal that the trafficking of connexins to the cell 

membrane is accomplished by a successive vesicle budding and fusion from the ER through 

the Golgi stacks and finally to the plasma membrane (De Sousa et al. 1993; Falk et al. 1994; 

Kumar et al. 1995; Musil & Goodenough 1991; Rahman et al. 1993). An exception is Cx26, 

which is shown to be transported to the plasma membrane in a Golgi-independent manner 

(George et al. 1999; Martin et al. 2001). The delivery process of the connexons from the TGN 

to the plasma membrane is mediated in part by microtubules which increase the efficiency of 

this process (Feldman et al. 1997; Johnson et al. 2002; Laird 2006; Lauf et al. 2002; Thomas 

et al. 2001). Studies with Cx43 also suggest that actin is important for connexin transport 

(Smyth et al. 2012).  

Once inserted into the plasma membrane, it seems that connexons can laterally diffuse within 

the membrane (Thomas et al. 2005). To form a gap junction channel, the connexons of 

adjacent cells dock to each other. This process is guided, or at least facilitated, by calcium-

dependent cell adhesion molecules such as E- and N-cadherin, probably by minimizing the 

extracellular space between the membranes of the two interacting cells to initiate the 

connexon interaction (Jongen et al. 1991; Meyer et al. 1992; Segretain & Falk 2004; Wei et 

al. 2005). Gap junction channels cluster to form gap junction plaques, with a size ranging 

from less than hundred nanometers to several micrometers in diameter. The gap junctional 

plaques may contain from less than a dozen up to several thousand individual gap junction 

channels (Forge et al. 2003; McNutt & Weinstein 1970). The gap junction plaque formation 

appears to be a continually active and dynamic process (Laird 2006). Photo-bleaching of a 

Cx43-GFP containing gap junctional plaque and pulse–chase experiments with tetracysteine 

epitope-tagged Cx43 and the successive labeling with biarsenical fluorophores of different 

colors show, that newly synthesized gap junction channels are added along the outer margins 

of gap junction plaques (Gaietta et al. 2002; Lauf et al. 2002). It is supposed that older gap 

junction channels, localized in the center of a plaque, are destined for internalization and 

degradation (Laird 2006;Segretain & Falk 2004) (Fig. 4).  
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One possible way of removal of gap junction channels from the cell surface is a process in 

which the entire gap junction plaque, or a part of it, is “endoexocytosed” into only one of the 

two interacting cells (Jordan et al. 2001). In this internalization process, large double-

membrane vesicles termed “annular junctions” are formed (Murray et al. 1997; Murray et al. 

2004; Nagy et al. 1997), (Fig. 3). Clathrin and actin filaments are thought to be involved in 

this kind of internalization process (Nickel et al. 2008), suggesting that the internalization by 

formation of annular junction may use a comparable machinery to that of the classical 

endocytosis (Segretain & Falk 2004). Formation of annular junctions could not be observed in 

all cell types (e.g., hepatocytes), indicating the possibility that connexins may also be 

internalized by more classical endocytotic mechanisms, by which single membrane 

endocytotic vesicles containing the connexins or connexons are formed (Laird 2006; Salameh 

2006; Segretain & Falk 2004). It was shown, that connexins are in close proximity to clathrin-

coated pits (Naus et al. 1993), or that Cx43 is co-localized with clathrin (Huang et al. 1996), 

suggesting a clathrin-dependent endocytosis. It was additionally shown, that Cx43 also 

interacts with caveolin-1 (Schubert et al. 2002), indicating an additional pathway for 

endocytosis in a caveolae-dependent manner (Jordan et al. 2001). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Annular junction. Transmission electron microscopic picture of a double-membranous vesicle termed 
annular junction, from osteocytes (x99.250) (Shapiro 1997).  
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Two major pathways for protein degradation have been described. Endocytosed material 

including membrane proteins are degraded by the lysosomal pathway, while cytosolic and 

nucleic proteins are degraded by the proteasomal pathway (Berthoud et al. 2004). It is 

suggested that both pathways are involved in gap junction degradation (Laing et al. 1997; 

Musil et al. 2000; Qin et al. 2003), (Fig. 4). Drug-based and localization studies have 

evidenced, that gap junctions are degraded by lysosomes (Berthoud et al. 2004; Berthoud et 

al. 2000; Laing et al. 1997; Laird 2006; Qin et al. 2003), ( Fig. 4). A reduction of connexin 

degradation by the use of proteasomal inhibitors was also associated with a remarkable 

increase in gap junction assembly in the plasma membrane (Musil et al. 2000). Moreover, it 

could be shown that Cx43 is a suitable subject for ubiquitin, which indicates a participation of 

the proteasome in gap junction degradation (Laing & Beyer 1995; Leithe & Rivedal 2004a; 

Leithe & Rivedal 2004b). So far it is unclear, how the proteasome is involved in degradation 

of gap junction channels present at the cell surface. It is suggested that misfolded connexins 

are tagged with poly-ubiquitin and degraded by the proteasome by the ER-associated 

degradation, as a part of the process known as “quality control” (VanSlyke et al. 2000). 

Others suggest that the lysosome and the proteasome act in a sequential or parallel manner 

(Laing et al. 1997), or that the proteasome is involved in the degradation of a protein, which 

participates in internalization of gap junctions (Berthoud et al. 2004; Laing et al. 1997; Qin et 

al. 2003).  

Formation of gap junction channels and their degradation are highly regulated processes and 

are tissue and connexin specific. Experiments in cell cultures and in different tissues have 

revealed that connexins have a very short half life of 1.5-4 h (Berthoud et al. 1999; Diestel et 

al. 2004; Fallon & Goodenough 1981; Fernandes et al. 2004; Hertlein et al. 1998; Laing & 

Beyer 1995; Musil et al. 1990; Traub et al. 1987). The reason for this rapid turnover rate of 

connexins might be the response to the physiological requirements of the cell, in which a fast 

up- or down regulation of the extent of gap junction coupling is needed. The ability of the cell 

to govern their level of GJIC by changing the expression levels of connexins involves 

regulation of biosynthesis and degradation. Fig. 4 gives an overview of these processes which 

are described above. 
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Fig. 4: Schematic overview of the biosynthesis and degradation of connexins and gap junction channels 

(adapted from Laird 2006). Connexins are transferred along the general secretory pathway. Typically, they are 
co-translationally inserted into the ER membrane. If they are not properly folded, they may be targeted for 
proteasome-dependent, ER-associated protein degradation (ERAD). Oligomerization can occur in different 
compartments such as ER, ERGIC and TGN. Transport of connexons from the TGN to the plasma membrane is 
facilitated by microtubules. Connexons can laterally diffuse within the membrane to sites of cell-cell apposition 
and dock with connexons from an opposing cell. This process is associated with cadherin-based cell adhesion. 
Gap junction channels cluster into plaques, in which newly synthesized channels are added at the outer margins 
of the plaque, while older channels are found at the center. Several connexin binding proteins have been 
identified, which might regulate plaque formation and stability by acting as scaffolds to cytoskeletal elements. 
Internalization of gap junction plaques occurs in the form of so called annular junctions, which are double-
membrane vesicular structures which originate if one cell internalizes either the entire gap junction plaque or a 
fragment of it. Other pathways by which connexons disassemble and enter the cell by classical endocytotic 
pathways may also exist. Degradation of internalized gap junctions mainly occurs in lysosomes, although some 
evidence also suggests a role for proteasomal degradation. 
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As described above, the life cycle of a connexin involves different steps that must be 

regulated. It is known that connexins interact with several proteins such as junctional proteins, 

scaffolding proteins, signaling proteins, cytoskeleton proteins, kinases, phosphatases and 

ubiquitin-associated proteins, which might contribute to the regulation of functional 

expression and internalization (Hervé et al. 2007). Of particular interest is the C-terminal 

domain of connexins (Wayakanon et al. 2012). For instance, it could be shown that the Cx43 

interacts with microtubules (Giepmans et al. 2001). Truncation of the corresponding C-

terminal region leads to an impairment in gap junction plaque formation (Wayakanon et al. 

2012). The ubiquitin protein ligase Nedd4 was shown to ubiquitinate Cx43. A truncation of 

the C-terminal region, which is supposed to interact with Nedd4, leads to an increased plaque 

size (Wayakanon et al. 2012). Truncation of a putative Zonula Occludens-1 binding motif in 

the Cx50CT also leads to a loss of gap junction plaque formation (Chai et al. 2011). 

Moreover, the CT of connexins is intracellularly localized and in contrast to other connexin 

domains, the amino acid sequence of the CT is not conserved and differs chiefly in its length 

among the different connexin isoforms (White & Bruzzone 1996). These findings indicate 

that the CT of a connexin is a potential target for regulatory events and regulation of 

functional expression and degradation might be unique for each connexin.  

By using recombinant expression systems and labeled connexins the role of the CT in 

biosynthesis and degradation of connexins such as Cx46, could be studied (Koval 2006; 

Wayakanon et al. 2012). In chapter 2 this system was used to analyze the role of the CT in 

functional expression and internalization of Cx46. 

 

 

1.4 Regulation of gap junction dependent cell-to-cell communication 

Gap junction channels are permeable to ions and small metabolites. However, it was found 

that this permeability varied depending on the connexins involved in formation of gap 

junction channels (Harris 2001). By expression of different connexin isoforms in 

communication deficient cell lines like HeLa cells and microinjection of different tracers, it 

was shown that each type of connexin channel has characteristic permeability for these tracers 

(Elfgang et al. 1995). The reasons for the differences in tracer permeability for gap junction 

channels composed of various connexin isoforms are not known. Earlier results suggest a 
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model that explained differences in molecule permeability by different channel pore sizes and 

interactions of the permeants with charged residues within the pore of the channel or the 

channel vestibule (Harris 2007). But studies to determine the relative permeabilities of Cx45 

Cx43, Cx32 and Cx26 for cAMP revealed that the model decribed above was inadequate 

(Harris 2001). It was shown that cAMP can pass best through Cx43 channels, which are 

supposed to have a large pore (Wang & Veenstra 1997). The narrow, cation-preferring Cx26 

channels showed the second highest permeability, followed by the most highly cation-

selective Cx45 channels and the wide anion-preferring Cx32 channels (Bedner et al. 2006; 

Bedner et al. 2003), which are equally permeable to cAMP (Harris 2007). Therefore, it is 

assumed that different connexins have specific affinities, at least, to biological permeants 

(Harris 2007).  

Parallel to the permeability to metabolites, the electrical conductance of the gap junction 

channels was studied to investigate, how the function of gap junction channels by a given 

connexin could be regulated. It was found that gap junction channels were modulated by 

chemical modulators such as internal pH (Morley et al. 1997), Ca2+
 (Pfahnl & Dahl 1999), 

phosphorylation (Lampe & Lau 2004) or transjunctional voltage (Harris 2001). A reduction of 

internal pH as well as an increase of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration or tranjunctional 

voltage correlated with a reduction in the electrical conductance of gap junction channels 

(Harris 2001). With respect to phosphorylation, the situation is more complex and depends on 

the kinases and connexin isoform involved. In general, it is assumed that the protein kinase A 

(PKA)-dependent phosphorylation correlates with an increase in the electrical conductance of 

the gap junction channels, whereas the protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent phosphorylation 

reduces the electrical conductance of the channel (Harris 2001). For the pH-dependent 

modulation of the electrical conductance of gap junction channels, it was shown, at least for 

Cx43 and Cx50, that the pH effect was related to the C-terminus, which functioned in a ball-

like fashion and closed the channels in a pH-dependent manner (Morley et al. 1997; Xu et al. 

2002).  

For the modulation of electrical conductance of a gap junction channels by transjunctional 

voltage, the voltage sensor for connexins is thought to be localized at the NT. First evidence, 

that the N-terminal domain of connexins is involved in voltage sensing, was obtained from 

mutational analysis with Cx26 and Cx32 (Oh et al. 2000; Oh et al. 2004; Purnick et al. 2000a; 
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Purnick et al. 2000b). The substitution of the second amino acid residue (D2) in Cx26 with 

uncharged asparagine (D2N) or, glutamine (D2Q), or with positively charged arginine (D2R) 

or lysine (D2K) changed the polarity of voltage-dependent gating. This was also the case for 

Cx32. The same could be observed for connexins such as Cx37, Cx40 with a negatively 

charged residue at the third position of the NT (Gonzalez et al. 2007). These studies indicate 

that the charged amino acid residues at the initial positions of the cytoplasmic N-terminal 

domain form a part of the voltage sensor and are involved in ion permeation (Gonzalez et al. 

2007; Maeda et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2000; Oh et al. 2004; Oh et al. 1999; Purnick et al. 2000a; 

Purnick et al. 2000b; Verselis et al. 1994). Structural analyses of Cx26 and Cx37 proposed α-

helical conformation for the residues 1-10 and 3-16 respectively (Kyle et al. 2009; Maeda et 

al. 2009). Structural models for Cx26 and Cx37 revealed that the N-termini of the connexins 

line the pore and form a funnel as channel entrance. For Cx26, this funnel structure is 

stabilized by a circular network of hydrogen bonds, formed by D2 of one Cx-subunit with the 

T5 in the adjacent Cx-subunit, at the bottom of the funnel (Maeda et al. 2009). For Cx37, a 

homology model predicted hydrogen bonds between the D3 of one subunit and, both the 

phenylalanine at position six (F6) and the leucine at position seven (L7), of the adjacent 

subunit (Beyer et al. 2011). The open conformation of a channel was suggested to be 

stabilized by interactions between the NT and the transmembrane domains for both connexins 

(Beyer et al. 2011; Maeda & Tsukihara 2011). It is proposed that the six N-terminal helices 

are flexible and move in an electrical field because of their charged residues, which face the 

cytoplasmic side of the pore. The movement of the N-termini can open or close the channel, 

depending on the direction of movement (Beyer et al. 2011; Maeda & Tsukihara 2011). 

Cx46 was used in this dissertation to investigate the role of the third amino acid residue in 

voltage sensitivity. Cx46 forms gap junction hemichannels when expressed in Xenopus 

oocytes, which are activated by transmembrane voltage (Ebihara et al. 1995; Ngezahayo et al. 

1998; Paul et al. 1991; Walter et al. 2008b). This offers the experimental advantage of 

analyzing the effects of mutations on the functionality of the formed channels, by using two-

electrode voltage-clamp technique in single oocytes. Therefore, Cx46 is a very good model 

for function-structure analysis of connexins. 
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1.5 Lens gap junction connexins  

The lens originates from ectodermal tissue and develops early during embryogenesis (Michael 

& Bron 2011). It is comprised of a single anterior epithelial cell layer and lens fibers that form 

the bulk of the organ. At the lens equator, epithelial cells differentiate into lens fibers which 

form a new layer over older cells; a process that occurs throughout the lifespan of an 

organism (Berthoud & Beyer 2009). The main function of the lens is to transmit light and 

focus it actively on the retina, a phenomenon known as accomodation. To reduce light 

scattering, the lens is avascular and lens fiber differentiation involves the loss of organelles. 

For lens fiber survival and maintenance of transparency, the lens needs a working intercellular 

transport system (Berthoud & Beyer 2009; Mathias et al. 2010). Based on surface currents 

recorded from different lenses (Parmelee 1986; Robinson & Patterson 1982-1983), it was 

suggested that the lens has an internal circulation system, in which the flow of water and ions 

drives solutes throughout the organ (Berthoud & Beyer 2009). This circulating current is 

driven by a special distribution of ion channels and pumps in the lens (Donaldson et al. 2001). 

It was proposed that a current (i.e., a flow of ions and associated water) enters the lens along 

the extracellular spaces between cells at the anterior and posterior poles. The current crosses 

fiber cell membranes in the lens interior and flows back to the surface at the equator through a 

gap junction dependent cell-to-cell pathway (Berthoud & Beyer 2009; Mathias et al. 2007). 

Gap junction coupling between lens fibers is an important part of the transport system in the 

lens which maintains a continuous flow of nutrients into the core of the organ and the 

backhaul of metabolic wastes out of the lens (Mathias et al. 2007). Cx43, Cx46 and Cx50 are 

expressed in the human and rodent lens (Donaldson et al. 2001; Goodenough 1992; 

Goodenough et al. 1996). Cx43 was studied most extensively and is expressed in many 

different tissues e.g. the cardiovascular system (Akiyama et al. 2005). In the lens Cx43 is 

characteristic for the epithelial cells, while Cx50 and Cx46 are well known as connexins in 

the lens fibers (Berthoud & Beyer 2009). 

As the epithelial cells begin to differentiate in lens fibers, they start expressing Cx50, which is 

known to be important for lens development. Deletion of Cx50 correlated with a significant 

reduction in lens growth (Rong et al. 2002; White 2002). Furthermore, knockout mice showed 

reduced numbers of dividing cells during the first days of post-natal growth. This indicated 
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that Cx50 is involved in regulation of mitosis and therefore, required for lens cell proliferation 

in post-natal stages (Sellitto et al. 2004).  

In contrast, the deletion of Cx46, does not inhibit normal lens development and growth (Gong 

et al. 1997; White 2002). Cx46 knockout mice showed partial lens opacities. This cataract was 

associated with an elevation in the intracellular calcium concentration and the subsequent 

increase in calcium-dependent protein degradation in lens fibers. It was speculated that the 

Cx46 channels are required in lens fiber cells for maintaining a low intracellular Ca2+ 

concentration (Baruch et al. 2001; Gao et al. 2004; Gong et al. 2007). Therefore, Cx46 was 

considered to be important for maintaining metabolic homeostasis in lens fibers and 

transparency of the lens (Gong et al. 2007; Gong et al. 1997). 

The crucial role of GJIC in the lens is supported by the fact, that deletion and mutations in 

connexin genes correlate with lens cataract formation (Addison et al. 2006; Berthoud & Beyer 

2009; Gong et al. 2007; White 2002). Cataract is the name for each kind of lens opacity, 

irrespective of their cause. Although the reasons for cataract formation may be diverse, a 

common biochemical change is the presence of insoluble protein aggregates of high 

molecular weight (Berthoud & Beyer 2009). Cataracts can be classified according to their 

etiology (e.g., congenital, disease-related, or age-related). Furthermore, a division of the 

cataract forms based on the anatomical location (e.g., cortical, nuclear, subcapsular or 

zonular) and the appearance (e.g., total or pulverulent) in the lens is possible. Commonly a 

combination of the last two parameters is used to describe the phenotype of a cataract 

(Berthoud & Beyer 2009). For instance, a zonular pulverulent cataract has a powdery 

appearance to opacification and affects lamellar regions in the interior part of the lens 

(Addison et al. 2006). Many forms of cataracts are related to mutation in lens connexins such 

as Cx46 (Berthoud & Beyer 2009). However, the link between the mutations in lens 

connexins and cataracts is not well understood, because the mechanisms of regulation and 

modulation of gap junction coupling are not fully known. 
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1.6 Aim of the thesis  

Connexin46 is a well known lens fiber protein and has been shown to be important in 

maintaining metabolic homeostasis in lens fibers and transparency of the lens (Gong et al. 

2007; Gong et al. 1997). But less is known about the regulation of function of this protein. 

Like other proteins, the function of a connexin is detemined by its structure. The aim of this 

thesis was to understand, how the structure of connexin46 regulates the function of the 

protein. By using two different expression systems, HeLa cells and Xenopus oocytes, two 

points were studied in detail: (i) the involvement of the CT in functional expression and the 

removal of Cx46 from gap junction plaques and (ii) role of the third amino acid residue of the 

NT in the voltage-dependent regulation of the Cx46 channels. 

As mentioned above, regulatory mechanisms, affecting biosynthesis and degradation of 

connexins are often determined by the C-terminus of the protein. One of the aims of this 

thesis was to analyze the involvement of the C-terminus in functional expression of Cx46. In 

chapter 2, rCx46 was used as the model to characterize to role of the CT in functional 

expression this connexin. The CT of rCx46 is composed of 187 amino acid residues (H230-

I416), (Walter et al. 2008). Mutations in the CTs of connexins such as hCx46 were shown to 

impair functional expression (Minogue et al. 2005). Recent results have shown that an almost 

complete truncation of the CT after H243 in rCx46 (rCx4628.2) impaired the formation of 

electrophysiologically functional hemichannels, when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. In 

contrast, the rCx4637.7 mutant generated by truncation after A333 formed functional 

hemichannels similar to rCx46wt (Walter et al. 2008), indicating that the C-terminal region up 

to residue A333 (rCx4637.7) might play a crucial role in functional expression of rCx46. In 

chapter 2, molecular biological, dye transfer and cell imaging experiments were used to 

analyze how the C-terminal region up to residue A333 affected the functional expression of 

rCx46. It was found that a CT up to amino acid residue P284 (rCx4632.6) is sufficient for the 

formation of gap junction plaques containing dye-coupled gap junction channels. The rCx46 

variant, containing a longer CT up to A311 (rCx4635.3) showed an expression behavior similar 

to those observed for the wild type, when labeled with EGFP and expressed in HeLa cells. 

Moreover, live-cell imaging and detection of annular junctions revealed that the 

internalization was also affected by truncation of the CT. Vesicle budding from gap junction 

plaques and formation of annular junction was reduced for rCx4632.6 in comparison to 
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rCx4635.3. These findings indicate that the C-terminal region up to residue A311 plays a 

crucial role in the formation and internalization of rCx46 gap junction channels. 

In chapter 3, the role of the NT of Cx46 in voltage sensitivity was investigated. It is known 

for Cx26, Cx32 and Cx37, that voltage dependency is related to charged amino acid residues 

in the N-terminal region (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Maeda et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2000; Oh et al. 

2004; Oh et al. 1999; Purnick et al. 2000a; Purnick et al. 2000b; Verselis et al. 1994). For 

Cx46, it was shown that a replacement of aspartic acid residue at the third position by an 

asparagine residue (D3N) changed the polarity of voltage gating for Cx46 (Srinivas et al. 

2005). Moreover, recent results have revealed that the D3Y mutation of hCx46, which 

replaced the negatively charged aspartic acid residue by the neutral tyrosine, was associated 

with a zonular pulverulent cataract (Addison et al. 2006). This hCx46 mutation was used as a 

model to investigate the role of the NT for Cx46 in regulation of function and functional 

expression. Cell-imaging, dye transfer, and two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments were 

used to analyze functional expression of gap junction channels and the biophysical properties 

of the hemichannels. In HeLa cells, it was shown that, both hCx46wt and the mutant, were 

equally expressed. Dye transfer experiments revealed that the degree of metabolite coupling 

was increased for cells expressing hCx46D3Y compared to those expressing hCx46wt. 

Moreover, two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments in Xenopus oocytes showed that the 

mutant hCx46D3Y did not form voltage-dependent hemichannels, in contrast to hCx46wt. 

Reintroduction of a negatively charged glutamic acid residue reduced the degree of dye 

coupling on a level comparable to the wild type and restored the voltage sensitivity. These 

findings indicate that the negatively charged residue at the third position is important for 

regulation of function. 
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Abstract 

The C-terminus (CT) of rCx46 consists of 186 residues (H230-I416). Recent studies showed 

that rCx4628.2, truncated after H243, altered the formation of functional hemichannels when 

expressed in Xenopus oocytes, while rCx4637.7, truncated after A333 formed gap junction 

hemichannels similarly to rCx46wt. To analyze the role of the CT up to A333 in functional 

expression with cell imaging and dye-transfer techniques, different mutants were generated by 

C-terminal truncation between H243-A333, labeled with EGFP and expressed in HeLa cells. 

These rCx46 variants were characterized according to their compartmentalization in 

organelles, their presence in microscopic detectable vesicles and their ability to form gap 

junction plaques. rCx46 truncated after A311 (rCx4635.3) was compartmentalized, was found 

in vesicles and formed functional gap junction plaques similarly to rCx46wt. With a truncation 

after P284 (rCx4632.6), the protein was not compartmentalized and the amount of vesicles 

containing the protein were reduced; however, functional gap junction plaque formation was 

not affected as compared to rCx4635.3. rCx4628.2 did not form functional gap junction plaques; 

it was not found in vesicles or in cellular compartments. Live-cell imaging and detection of 
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annular junctions for rCx4632.6 and rCx4635.3 revealed that the truncation after P284 reduced 

the frequency of vesicle budding from gap junction plaques and the formation of annular 

junctions. These results suggest that the C-terminal region of rCx46 up to A311 (rCx4635.3) is 

necessary for its correct compartmentalization and internalization in form of annular 

junctions, while the H230-P284 C-terminal region (rCx4632.6) is sufficient for the formation of 

dye coupled gap junction channels 

 
 
The text of the original publication can be found here: 
Journal of Bioenergetics and Biomembranes (2012): DOI 10.1007/s10863-012-9480-x 
©Springer Science+Business Media New York 2012 
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Abstract 

Connexin46 (Cx46), together with Cx50, forms gap junction channels between lens fibers and 

participates in the lens pump-leak system, which is essential for the homeostasis of this 

avascular organ. Mutations in Cx50 and Cx46 correlate with cataracts, but the functional 

relationship between the mutations and cataract formation is not always clear. Recently, it was 

found that a mutation at the third position of hCx46 that substituted an aspartic acid residue 

with a tyrosine residue (hCx46D3Y) caused an autosomal dominant zonular pulverulent 

cataract. We expressed EGFP-labeled hCx46wt and hCx46D3Y in HeLa cells and found that 

the mutation did not affect the formation of gap junction plaques. Dye transfer experiments 

using Lucifer Yellow (LY) and ethidium bromide (EthBr) showed an increased degree of dye 

coupling between the cell pairs expressing hCx46D3Y in comparison to the cells pairs 

expressing hCx46wt. In Xenopus oocytes, two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments revealed 

that hCx46wt formed voltage-sensitive hemichannels. This was not observed in the oocytes 

expressing hCx46D3Y. The replacement of the aspartic acid residue at the third position by 

another negatively charged residue, glutamic acid, to generate the mutant hCx46D3E, restored 
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the voltage sensitivity of the resultant hemichannels. Moreover, HeLa cell pairs expressing 

hCx46D3E and hCx46wt showed a similar degree of dye coupling. These results indicate that 

the negatively charged aspartic acid residue at the third position of the N-terminus of hCx46 

could be involved in the determination of the degree of metabolite cell-to-cell coupling and is 

essential for the voltage sensitivity of the hCx46 hemichannels. 

 

The text of the original publication can be found here: 
Journal of Bioenergetics and Biomembranes (2012) vol. 44, page 607-614 
© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2012 
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Chapter 4. Discussion 

Many mutations in connexin genes, which affect either whole domains or just single amino 

acid residues, correlate with disorders in tissues that express the connexin e.g myelin-related 

diseases, skin disorders, hearing loss, oculodendrodigital dysplasia or congenital cataract 

(Pfenniger et al. 2011). To understand the relationship between the mutation and the 

pathology, it is important to know the structure -function relationship of the protein. For the 

lens gap junction connexin46, studies on the CT showed that a total truncation or a frame-

shift mutation leads to an impairment in formation of functional hemichannels or gap junction 

plaques respectively (Minogue et al. 2005; Walter et al. 2008). Even single amino acid 

residues in the NT of Cx46 changed the electrophysiological properties of the channel 

(Srinivas et al. 2005), indicating that these domains are involved in regulation of function of 

Cx46 gap junction channels. In this dissertation, the role of the CT of rCx46 and the role of 

the NT of hCx46 were analyzed to gain more insight into the structure-function relationship 

of this connexin. 

 

 

4.1 The CT of rCx46 is involved in functional expression 

In chapter 2, the role of the CT in functional expression and internalization of rCx46 was 

presented. The CT of rCx46 is composed of 186 amino acid residues (H230-I416). Previous 

studies, in which the electrophysiological behavior of rCx46 hemichannels in Xenopus 

oocytes was examined using TEVC, revealed that a truncation after H243 (rCx4628.2) leads to 

an impairment in formation of functional hemichannels. In contrast, the 90 amino acid residue 

longer rCx46 mutant (rCx4637.7) showed electrophysiological properties similar to those 

found for the wild type (Walter et al. 2008). The labeling of these rCx46 variants with EGFP 

and expression in HeLa cells revealed that rCx4628.2 was not able to form functional gap 

junction channels, while in cells expressing the mutant rCx4637.7 and rCx46wt, functional gap 

junction plaques were found (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Table 2). LY dye transfer experiments revealed 

that 36.7 % and 39 % of the cell pairs expressing rCx4637.7 and rCx46wt formed dye coupled 

gap junction channels respectively, while cell pairs expressing rCx4628.2 showed a degree of 

dye coupling comparable to non-transfected HeLa cells (rCx4628.2: 4.7 %, control: 4.8 %), 
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(Fig. 7). Quantification of gap junction plaques revealed similar results (rCx4628.2: 7.2 % 

rCx4637.7: 55.7 % rCx46wt:55.8 %). By changing the expression system, it was shown that 

truncation of the CT after position H243 altered the targeting mechanism of the protein. This 

finding also indicates a crucial role in the functional expression of rCx46 for the C-terminal 

region up to residue A333 (rCx4637.7).  

Due to these results, further mutants were generated by truncation of the CT between 

H243-A333, labeled with EGFP and expressed in HeLa cells (Fig. 5, Fig. 6). To analyze the 

role of the CT up to A333 in functional expression, the expression behavior of the different 

rCx46 variants were quantified by the following criteria: (i) plaque formation, (ii) intracellular 

distribution of the protein in organelles corresponding to ER or Golgi apparatus and (iii) 

presence of vesicles containing EGFP-labeled connexin within the cell. With respect to these 

three criteria it was found that the increase in length of the CT correlated with changes in 

expression behavior (Fig. 6, Table 3). A minimum length of the CT (until residue P284) to 

generate the mutant rCx4632.6, which enables the connexin, to form functional gap junction 

channels was identified (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Table 3). 37.3 % of all cell pairs expressing rCx4632.6 

formed gap junction plaques, which shows a degree of dye coupling of 36.5 % (Fig. 6, 

Table 3). However, it was also shown, that this length of the CT is not sufficient for an 

expression behavior that was observed for the wild type. For cells expressing the wild type 

connexin, the proteins were localized in intracellular compartments identified as ER and 

Golgi apparatus (96.5 % of the cells), were found in vesicles in 85.2 % of the cells, and 

formed gap junction plaques in 55.8 % of cell pairs (Fig. 6, Table 3). Moreover they also 

contained dye-coupled gap junction channels (39 %), as confirmed by LY transfer 

experiments (Fig. 7). For cells expressing the rCx4632.6 mutant, the entire cell displayed a 

blurry green fluorescence. Compartmentalization was observed in only 6.7 % of the cells. 

This was also observed for mutants with a shorter CT than rCx4632.6, which were in contrast 

to rCx4632.6, not able to form functional gap junction plaques (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Table 3). 

Moreover, a reduced presence of vesicles containing the EGFP-labeled protein within the cell 

(42.2 %) was observed compared to the wild type (85.2 %), (Fig. 6, Table 3). These results 

indicate that the region H230-P284 is sufficient for the connexin to transfer to the membrane 

and for the formation of gap junction plaques. But due to the reduced compartmentalization 

and vesicle formation, it can be assumed that one or more of the targeting mechanisms such as 
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folding, trafficking, oligomerization or insertion into the plasma membrane, is still inaccurate. 

It remains unknown, which targeting mechanism is affected by truncation of the CT. The 

treatment of the cells with BFA, a drug that interferes with the anterograde transport from the 

ER to the Golgi apparatus, inhibits gap junction plaque formation for rCx46wt and other 

mutants, even for rCx4632.6 (Fig. 6). This proves that rCx46wt and its mutants were transported 

to the membrane in a Golgi-dependent manner, as shown previously for hCx46 (Minogue et 

al. 2005) and other connexins (Evans et al. 1999; Musil & Goodenough 1991; Yeager et al. 

1998). An alternative trafficking pathway, which was observed for Cx26 (George et al. 1999; 

Martin et al. 2001) and might explain the reduced compartmentalization and vesicle formation 

for rCx4632.6, was not induced by truncation of the CT of rCx46.  

An expression behavior similar to the wild type was observed when the CT of rCx46 

contained the H230-A311 region (rCx4635.3). The rCx4635.3 mutant was not only observed in 

the gap junction plaques (39.8 %), but also compartmentalized in organelles (96.5 %). 

Moreover, the probability of finding this mutant in vesicles (94.6 %) was increased in 

comparison to the rCx4632.6 variant (42.2 %), (Fig. 6, Table 3). A similar expression behavior 

was also observed in cells expressing the longer rCx46 variants, like rCx4637.7 and the wild 

type (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Table 3), indicating that the H230-A311 region of rCx46 offers all of the 

elements, required for a correct targeting of the protein to the membrane.  

Which regulation event affects the protein targeting and leads to the results described above is 

not known so far. Functional expression of connexins is a complex process related to direct 

and indirect interactions between the connexins and regulatory lipids or proteins (Hervé et al. 

2007). The CT of connexins is known to interact with several proteins such as junctional 

proteins, scaffolding proteins, signaling proteins, cytoskeleton proteins, kinases, 

phosphatases, and ubiquitin associated proteins, that might contribute to the regulation of 

functional expression (Hervé et al. 2007; Laird 2010). From other connexins like Cx43 it is 

known to interact with several proteins, such as the small GTPases Sar1 (Majoul et al. 2009) 

and Rab20 (Das Sarma et al. 2008), the signaling protein 14-3-3 (Majoul et al. 2009), the 

chaperone Erp29 (Das et al. 2009), the adherens junction protein N-cadherin (Wei et al. 

2005), tubulin (Giepmans et al. 2001), the microtubule plus end tracking protein EB1, its 

interacting protein p150, α- and β-catenin, and p120 (Shaw et al. 2007; Wei et al. 2005) and 

CIP150 (Akiyama et al. 2005). These proteins are involved in functional expression of the 
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connexin (Dbouk et al. 2009). It could also be shown that truncation of the CT of Cx43 at 

different positions leads to a change in expression behavior corresponding to the increasing 

length of the CT (Wayakanon et al. 2012). This suggests that truncation of the CT may inhibit 

binding of such regulatory proteins. The truncation of the rCx46 CT could also alter the 

interaction between the connexin and putative regulatory proteins yielding the results 

presented above. However, less is known about the regulation of functional expression for 

Cx46. Koval et al. (1997) reported that oligomerization of Cx46 probably occurs in the TGN. 

Further it was shown, that Cx46 co-precipitated with ZO-1 (Nielsen et al. 2001; Nielsen et al. 

2003) and co-localized with caveolin-1 in lipid rafts (Schubert et al. 2002; Zampighi et al. 

2005). This indicates that Cx46, like other connexins, offers the possibility to interact with 

proteins that might have a regulatory function in functional expression. For the binding of 

these proteins and lipids to connexins, putative binding motifs are postulated. ELM predicted 

several domain binding motifs between rCx4628.2 and rCx4632.6 such as two class I SH3 

domain binding motif (252RHKPLDP258, 278YTHPACP284) and the PY motif (275PPYY278) 

(http://elm.eu.org/) which might contribute to the regulation of gap junction plaque formation. 

Between rCx4632.6 and rCx4635.3, two SH3 domain binding motifs (291TGFPGAP297, 
294PGAPLLP300) and a proline-rich binding motif (293FPGAP297) were predicted. Deletion of 

such binding motifs by truncation of the CT could inhibit interaction of proteins with the CT 

which might regulate functional expression that leads to the results described above.  

The CT of connexins is also a target of post-translational modifications like phosphorylation. 

However, substitution of five serine residues, predicted as putative phosphorylation sites, to 

alanine within the CT of rCx4632.6 did not reveal any difference in expression behavior 

(Fig. 10). Therefore, it seems that phosphorylation at these positions are not involved in 

functional expression.  

 

 

4.2 The CT is involved in removal of rCx46 gap junction channels from cell surface 

As mentioned above, analysis of expression behavior showed, that the probability to find 

vesicles containing rCx4632.6 was reduced (42.2 %) compared to rCx4635.3 (94.6 %), although 

both rCx46 variants showed a comparable ability to form functional gap junction plaques 

(Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Table 3). This indicates that secretory vesicles, that deliver rCx4632.6 to the 
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membrane, which are necessary for formation of functional gap junction plaques, were 

formed. The observed reduction of vesicles for rCx4632.6 might correlate with a reduced 

formation of gap junction internalization vesicles, (annular junctions). Live-cell imaging 

experiments supported this hypothesis (Fig. 8). For rCx4632.6 with the C-terminal region 

H230-P284, a reduced vesicle budding of 0.188 per plaque per hour was found, while in cells 

expressing rCx4635.3, the frequency of vesicle budding was increased to 1.087 vesicle per 

plaque per hour. In parallel, in co-cultivation experiments, annular junctions were quantified 

(Fig. 9). It was found that cells expressing rCx4632.6 showed a significantly decreased ability 

to form annular junctions (2.91) compared to cells expressing rCx4635.3 (6.70). Therefore, it 

was postulated that the H230-A311 region enabled rCx46 to be recognized by proteins 

responsible for the annular junction formation, while the C-terminal region between 

H230-P284 is not sufficient for an effective removal of the connexin from the cell surface in 

the form of annular junctions. These data are consistant with the observation that 

internalization of gap junction channels was also regulated by C-terminal interactions (Hervé 

et al. 2007). This was especially shown for Cx43. Several protein domain binding motifs were 

found in the CT of Cx43 and were shown to interact with proteins that are involved in protein 

degradation. Nedd4, a ubiquitin ligase, binds to a PY ubiquitination motif within the CT 

(Leykauf et al. 2006), phosphorylation of a tyrosine-based sorting motif is assumed to be 

involved in gap junction removal (Thomas et al. 2003) and a rab GAP-like protein CIP85 

interacts with a SH3-domain binding motif and induces the degradation of Cx43 (Lan et al. 

2005). Such motifs were also predicted in the C-terminal region up to A311 (PY motif 
275PPYY278, two SH3-domain binding motifs 291TGFPGAP297, 294PGAPLLP300). It can be 

assumed that binding of the protein to such motifs are involved in the removal of rCx46 from 

the gap junction plaques and that a truncation, as shown for rCx4632.6, leads to an impaired 

internalization in form of annular junction. 

Around 40 molecules are known to interact with gap junctions directly or indirectly and that 

are most likely not all (Laird 2010). Due to the high variability in the C-terminal amino acid 

sequence among the different connexin isoforms, it is likely that the regulation of functional 

expression and degradation of connexins is unique for each connexin. In chapter 2, it was 

shown that the C-terminal region H230-A311 is important in functional expression and 

internalization of rCx46. The proteins that interact with the CT of rCx46 and how these 
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interactions occur remain unknown. A mass spectrometry approach or the use of two-hybrid 

systems, followed by further co-localization or co-immunoprecipitation experiments might 

enable identification of unknown proteins interacting with the CT of rCx46, which are 

responsible for the results described above. 

 

 

4.3 The role of the CT in regulation of gap junction plaque formation in the lens 

Lens fibers undergo a maturation process, which includes the loss of all organelles (Berthoud 

& Beyer 2009). This also includes an age-dependent processing that removes the cytoplasmic 

tails of Cx50 and Cx46 (Jacobs et al. 2004). The CT of connexins is considered to contain 

regulatory domains. A cleavage of the CT and simultaneous removal of these regulatory 

domains may have profound functional consequences (Wang & Schey 2009). In chapter 2, it 

was shown that the C-terminal region up to A311 is important for functional gap junction 

plaque formation and internalization, while a truncation after P284 led to a changed 

expression behavior and impaired internalization of gap junction channels. This indicates the 

presence of protein binding motifs or putative sites for post-translational modification within 

the CT of rCx46. For Cx44 (orthologous of Cx46), cleavage of the CT within the region 

251-285 was detected in the innermost lens with the oldest lens fibers (Shearer et al. 2008; 

Wang & Schey 2009). For rCx46, a cleavage of the CT leads to a fragmented and dispersed 

distribution of gap junction plaques. This suggests a loss of the ability of connexins to interact 

with the proteins that stabilize the plaque structure (Jacobs et al. 2004). Cleavage of the CT 

within the corresponding region of rCx46 could prevent binding of interacting proteins or 

post-translational modification, which might in turn induce internalization of gap junction 

channels or affect the ability to bind cytoskeletal and/or anchoring proteins. These are not 

only involved in constraining plaques to a specific membrane region, but also in functional 

expression. Due to the unique development of lens fibers which occurs along with a 

degradation of the nuclei and organelles, and its dependence on the gap junction mediated 

communication (Berthoud & Beyer 2009), the cleavage of the CT might be a mechanism to 

reduce the removal of gap junction channels from the membrane. A high connexin turnover in 

the lens fibers with their reduced protein synthesis activity, due to the degradation of the 

nuclei, might impair gap junction coupling between the lens fibers and disturb the 
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homeostasis of the lens. Moreover, a CT cleavage might prevent interactions with proteins 

that are responsible for functional expression and/or structural organization of gap junction 

plaques. This might protect the lens from a redistribution of gap junction channels within the 

membrane, which might otherwise affect the microcirculation transport system in the lens 

(Jacobs et al. 2004).  

 

 

4.4 The D3Y mutation in hCx46 did not affect trafficking of gap junction channels 

but alters dye permeability 

In chapter 3 the structure function relationship of the NT of hCx46 was examined. GJIC is an 

important part of the circulating transport system of the lens (Mathias et al. 2010). Pathologies 

like cataract were associated with dysfunction of gap junction channels caused by mutations 

in the Cx50 or Cx46 gene (Arora et al. 2008; Minogue et al. 2005). Recently, it was shown 

that a mutation at the third position in the human Cx46, which substituted an aspartic acid 

residue with a tyrosine residue (hCx46D3Y), was associated with an autosomal dominant 

zonular pulverulent cataract (Addison et al. 2006). In chapter 3, this mutation was used as a 

model to investigate the role of the Cx46 NT in gap junction formation and function. It was 

found that even single amino acid residues affect the function of gap junction channels. 

As in the first part of this work to examine functional expression, the mutant as well as the 

wild type were labeled with EGFP and were expressed in HeLa cells. Confocal microscopy 

analysis and a subsequent quantification of gap junction plaque formation did not reveal any 

difference between the two hCx46 variants in the expression levels and formation of gap 

junction plaques (Plaque quantification: hCx46wt:74.3 %, hCx46D3Y:75.8 %), (Fig. 12). This 

result indicates that the D3Y mutation did not affect targeting mechanisms (folding, 

trafficking, oligomerization or insertion into the plasma membrane) of the protein, since the 

mutated hCx46D3Y protein is synthesized, transported and inserted into the plasma 

membrane in a comparable manner and with a similar intensity to the wild type hCx46. This 

finding was consistent with the data for hCx37. It could be shown that mutation in the NT, or 

even deletion of as much as half of the NT, did not affect the targeting of the protein or the 

ability to form gap junction plaques (Kyle et al. 2008).  
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To test whether the gap junction plaques contain functional gap junction channels, LY and 

EthBr transfer experiments were performed. Results from these experiments showed that the 

cataract-associated D3Y mutation correlates with an increased degree of dye coupling for 

both tracers. LY and EthBr coupled cell pairs were observed in 35.2 %, 29.2 % of the cell 

pairs expressing hCx46wt. For cell pairs expressing hCx46D3Y, a degree of coupling of 

62.5 % and 53 % was found with LY and EthBr respectively (Fig. 13). Interestingly, it was 

found that the increased degree of dye coupling was related to the loss of the negative charge 

at the third position of the NT. The generated mutant hCx46D3E, which contains the 

negatively charged glutamic acid residue at the third position, showed a similar ability to 

transfer LY and EthBr (LY: 32.2 %, EthBr: 30.9 %) through gap junction channels like the 

hCx46wt (Fig. 13). There are several possible scenarios which may explain this result: (i) 

within a gap junction plaque composed of hCx46D3Y, more hemichannels dock to each other 

and form open functional gap junction channels between adjacent cells and/or (ii) due to the 

loss of the negative charge at the third position, the single-channel permeability of gap 

junction channels to LY and EthBr composed of hCx46D3Y is increased when compared 

with the single-channel permeability of gap channels composed of hCx46wt or hCx46D3E. 

The docking of the hemichannels by a head to head interaction between the connexons is 

mediated by the extracellular loops (Harris 2001). So far, it is not known whether mutations 

in the NT affect the docking mechanism of hemichannels. In contrast, it is known that N-

termini of connexins line the pore and form a pore funnel (Maeda et al. 2009) and therefore, 

could be involved in determination of permeability of gap junction channels to specific 

molecules. Dong et al.(2006) found that replacement of the NT of Cx45.6 with those of Cx43 

leads to an increased Lucifer Yellow permeability. Moreover, it could be shown for Cx37 that 

mutation in the NT leads to changed permeability for Neurobiotin (Kyle et al. 2009). This 

indicates that the NT may be involved in determination of molecule permeability. A possible 

explanation for this could be inferred from structural models of Cx26 and Cx37 (Beyer et al. 

2012; Maeda et al. 2009). Structural models of Cx26 and Cx37 revealed that the N-termini of 

the connexins line the pore and form a funnel as channel entrance. For Cx26, this funnel 

structure is stabilized by a circular network of hydrogen bonds formed by D2 of one Cx-

subunit with the T5 in the adjacent Cx-subunit at the bottom of the funnel (Maeda et al. 

2009). For Cx37, a homology model predicted hydrogen bonds between the D3 of one subunit 
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and both, the phenylalanine at the position six (F6) and the leucine at position seven (L7), of 

the adjacent subunit (Beyer et al. 2012). Despite minor differences in the amino acid 

sequences of the Cx37 NT and Cx46 NT, an organization of the N-termini in a structure 

comparable to the funnel proposed for the N-termini of Cx37 can be assumed. The D3 residue 

would then play a crucial role in the electrostatic stabilization of the funnel structure. The 

substitution of the charged residue (D3) with a neutral residue (Y) might affect the 

electrostatic stability of the funnel and the permeability of the channels, which might lead to 

the results described above. 

 

 

4.5 The D3Y mutation in hCx46 causes the loss of voltage sensitivity 

In addition to forming the funnel, the N-termini line the pore of the channels and serve as a 

voltage sensor that contains charged amino acid residues which are important for the voltage 

gating (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Maeda et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2000; Oh et al. 2004; Oh et al. 

1999; Purnick et al. 2000a; Purnick et al. 2000b; Verselis et al. 1994). Several studies show, 

that the NT, especially the charged amino acid residue at the third position was involved in 

determination of the voltage gating mechanism (Srinivas et al. 2005; Tong et al. 2004). Two-

electrode voltage-clamp experiments were performed to investigate, how the D3Y mutation 

affects voltage sensitivity. Depolarization of Xenopus oocytes expressing hCx46wt activated a 

current, which was not observed in oocytes expressing the hCx46D3Y mutant (Fig. 14, Fig. 

15), indicating that D3Y mutation correlates with a loss of voltage sensitivity. In contrast, 

reintroduction of a negatively charged glutamic acid residue to generate the mutant 

(hCx46D3E) restored the ability to form voltage-activated hemichannels (Fig. 14, Fig. 15). 

These findings emphasize the crucial role of the charged residue at the third position in the 

NT in voltage sensitivity of hCx46. The mechanism by which this charged residue controls 

the voltage gating of hCx46 is not understood as yet. Structural analyses of Cx26 and Cx37 

proposed α-helical conformation for the residues 1-10 and 3-16 respectively (Kyle et al. 2009; 

Maeda et al. 2009). It is assumed that these helices could move within a voltage field leading 

to opening or closing of the channel vestibule (Beyer et al. 2012; Maeda et al. 2009). Though 

the amino acid sequences in the NT of hCx46, Cx26 and Cx37 are not identical, the NT is still 

conserved (Beyer et al. 2012). Therefore, there is a strong possibility that the N-termini of 
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hCx46 also adopt helical structures with the aspartic acid residue facing the cytoplasmic space 

(Beyer et al. 2012; Maeda et al. 2009; Srinivas et al. 2005). Because of the charged aspartic 

acid residues, the N-termini of Cx46 could move in the voltage field leading to a channel 

opening or closure (Maeda & Tsukihara 2011). Further structural analysis using NMR 

spectroscopy or crystal structure analysis should be performed to clarify the structure of the 

hCx46 NT. 

 

 

4.6 The role of the NT of hCx46 in cataract formation 

On the basis of these results, it is proposed that the replacement of a negatively charged 

residue with a neutral residue at the third position in the NT of hCx46 will suppress a 

regulatory mechanism of the resultant channels, which in turn could impair the function of 

gap junction channels in the lens. The lens is an avascular organ and therefore dependent on a 

circulating transport system in which, the flow of water and ions drives solutes throughout the 

organ (Berthoud & Beyer 2009; Mathias et al. 2010). This circulating current is mainly 

carried by Na+ and requires the presence of intracellular voltage and concentration gradients 

to drive the flux of Na+ from the center of the lens to the surface. As it was shown in Cx46 

knockout mice, a loss of Cx46 leads to a cut off of the circulating system in the inner lens 

fiber cells through lack of coupling (Mathias et al. 2010), indicating that the circulating 

system is also regulated by gap junction coupling. It could be assumed that a loss of voltage 

sensitivity and the altered molecule permeability, as shown for hCx46D3Y, could also lead to 

alterations in the circulating system. The gap junctions may not be able to take part in 

maintaining the electrochemical gradient necessary for the lens transport system, which in 

turn might cause cataract. Studies with animal models should clarify the physiological role of 

this mutation and the importance of the voltage sensor localized in the NT of hCx46 for the 

lens. 
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4.7 Conclusions 

Structure-function analysis of Cx46 revealed that the CT and the NT are able to influence 

GJIC. It was shown in chapter 2 that different parts of the rCx46 CT are important in 

regulation of gap junctional communication on the level of biosynthesis and removal. An 

almost total truncation of the CT leads to an impairment in formation of functional channels. 

A CT containing the H230-P284 region seems to be sufficient for the formation of gap 

junction plaques, although compartmentalization and removal of the connexin from the gap 

junction plaques in the form of annular junctions was altered. A longer CT containing at least 

the H230-A311 region (rCx4635.3) is necessary for an expression behavior similar to the wild 

type, indicating that the C-terminal region up to A311 contains all the structural elements 

required for a correct targeting and removal in the form of annular junction. In chapter 3, a 

cataract-related mutation (D3Y) in the NT of hCx46 was used as model to investigate the role 

of the NT in functional expression and function of gap junction channels. It was found that the 

the mutation in the NT of hCx46 did not impair functional expression. However, the mutation 

caused an increased degree of dye coupling when expressed in HeLa cells and a loss of 

voltage sensitivity when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. These functional changes are related 

to the loss of the negative charge at the third position of the NT, since reintroduction of 

another negatively charged residue (D3E) restored the function in both, HeLa cells and 

oocytes. Thus, the negatively charged residue at the third position could be involved in the 

docking of functional gap junction channels and/or in the modulation of the permeability of 

hCx46 channels. Additionally, the negatively charged residue is essential for correct voltage 

sensitivity of hCx46 gap junction hemichannels and most likely also for the gap junction 

channels. It can be assumed that the loss of this regulatory mechanism is involved the cataract 

development. 

In addition to the lens, it was shown that Cx46 is also expressed in lung adenoma (Avanzo et 

al. 2006), lung alveolar cells (Abraham et al. 1999), Schwann cells (Chandross 1998), 

osteoblastic cells (Koval et al. 1997), MCF-7 breast cancer cells and human breast cancer 

tumors (Banerjee et al. 2010). Mutations in Cx46 were related to cataract and studies on 

hypoxic tissues such as differentiating lens fiber cells and breast cancer tumor cells show that 

Cx46 is expressed and even protects the cells against hypoxia-induced death (Banerjee et al. 

2010; Burr et al. 2011). In other tissues, the function of this connexin remains unknown. 
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Structure-function analysis of Cx46 might give insights into the function of this connexin in 

other tissues.   
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